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c h a p t e r  1

Food Across Borders
an introduction

E. Melanie DuPuis, Matt Garcia, and Don Mitchell

Eating is a border crossing. The act of choosing what to put into our mouths is 
a kind of “boundary- work” in which we sort out the line between what is us and 
what is other.1 Similarly, eating is a transgression in which we violate the whole-
ness that is our bodily selves and bring the outside in. It is not surprising, then, 
that as territories became nations, the act of eating became a metaphor for soli-
darity, belonging, and exclusion: the line we draw and defend against the outside. 
Boundaries can also be that place where new ways of being get worked out and 
incorporated into a new whole.2 This book is about all three kinds of boundary- 
work: the exclusions, the solidarities, and the transformations that occur when 
we negotiate boundaries in the process of producing, procuring, preparing, and 
consuming food.

Food is a great way to understand what borders do: the bodily, societal, cul-
tural, and territorial transformations that occur as physical sustenance flows 
across, or stops at, a boundary. In other words, borders are dynamic entities 
that give us a reason to pause and think about the constitution of food sys-
tems, nations and places, and ourselves, as they change over time and through 
space. The stories in this book focus on transformative moments and dynamic 
forces in our food practices that invite such contemplation. From the rise of 
Thai American cuisine, to the celebration of the ancient grain quinoa, to the 
hyperexploitative conditions that many immigrant farmworkers face, the way 
we produce food, the way we eat, and what we eat have frequently hinged on 
the flow of people, foods, memories, and worldviews across borders. Focusing 
on North America, this volume explores, at every scale, how borders define our 
food systems and our food identities. For example, some of the chapters in this 
book explore what constitutes “American” in our cuisine— old, invented, and 
new— which has always depended on a liberal crossing of borders by people, 
commodities, and capital, from “the line in the sand” that separates Mexico and 
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the United States, to the grassland “OTM” (Other than Mexico) boundary with 
Canada, as well as the internal borders of sovereign indigenous nations.

The stories told in this volume highlight the contiguity between the inti-
mate decisions we make as individuals concerning what we eat and the social 
and geopolitical boundary- work we carry out (or that is carried out in our 
name) to secure nourishment, territory, and belonging. They examine how bor-
ders have mattered historically and how, in an age of “globalization,” borders 
continue to play a major role in how people and nations define and redefine 
themselves— and their foodways.3 Such redefinitions involve new cuisines and 
new immigrants who introduce new ways of cooking that force the nation to 
question the boundaries between “us” and “them.” At the U.S.- Mexico bor-
der, Yankee settlers rejected chile- based foods during the U.S. conquest of  
the Southwest in the nineteenth century. Today, their great- grandchildren 
embrace the “sazón”4 of “Mexican food” whether they turn to white “Mexican” 
cuisine gurus like Diana Kennedy or Rick Bayless, grab burritos at the fast- food 
drive- thru, or visit the fútbol- drenched local mom- and- pop restaurants that 
cater to a primarily immigrant clientele. Even a cultivar with a name like New 
Mexico #9 Chile is the product of both a border- crossing germplasm and an 
immigrant agronomist: Fabián García.

Meanwhile, in the labor camps on dairy farms or in the small kitchens of those 
same local restaurants, Mexican immigrants cultivate gardens or improvise with 
non- Mexican ingredients to re- create a version of native dishes that have been 
forever changed by their displacement from their origins. Yet the goal is often to 
re- create a “taste of home” in much the same way that World War II American 
army canteens mobilized and procured “the familiar” in daily meals to give sol-
diers familiar flavors in their rations. Such is also true of nations within nations, 
like the Blackfeet Reservation in Montana where tribal ranchers adapted tradi-
tional cooperative livestock raising practices to fend off redistribution of land 
and the destruction of their homelands. In multiple ways and in many places and 
times, the stories told in this volume demonstrate that American food choices 
have both reified and compromised sovereign borders, both breached static “eth-
nic notions” of taste and produced contradictions in our food preferences, both 
solidified prejudices and made us rethink who we are. The result is a rich (some-
times distressing, sometimes exhilarating) social history and geography of food, 
food systems, and foodways that allow us to see anew the multifarious struggles 
and adaptations, oppressions and innovations, customs and cultures, that make 
up something as mundane, essential, and vital as the food we eat.

We offer this volume, in part, as an important corrective to the current (often 
liberal) duality of global and local, built on the assumption that we, as a society, 
will create a better world by becoming conscientious locavores who will save the 
planet by eating ingredients cultivated close to home. “Home” is itself a concept 
defined by boundary work, such as when farmers’ markets define “local” by the 
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farm’s distance from the point of sale (that is, how far is too far to be considered 
“local” or “homegrown”?). Our contributors confirm that crossing borders has 
been a feature of our North American food system for a long time, a condition 
that will not likely change soon. Equally important, we aim to disrupt the com-
forting notion that recipes and foodways— how we prepare, procure, provision, 
and produce food— have traveled with us, unchanged, over many miles and gen-
erations. This is not to say that our pasts are unimportant; they are just not abso-
lute and pure. Finally, many of the contributors to this volume remind us that 
cuisine and food provisions have sometimes been a product of struggles over 
borders. Such transgressions of borders and the creation of new ones through 
conflict and conquest have made us eat differently and, therefore, think differ-
ently about ourselves.

Our attention to borders— and our occasional use of the term “transborder”— 
comes out of a deep appreciation for the literature of border studies that spans 
several decades. Gloria Anzaldúa’s canonical book La Frontera/Borderlands in 
1987 established the notion that to live in the borderlands may start with the 
geopolitical reality of the U.S.- Mexico border, but it also involves a psychological, 
sexual, and spiritual state of existence for the many people who find themselves 
crisscrossing North American borders. Anzaldúa’s articulation of “a new mestiza 
consciousness” and a “consciousness of the Borderlands” has served as a guid-
ing theory for scholars conducting more empirical studies of migration. Lynn 
Stephen suggests that Zapotec Indians who migrate between their native Oaxaca 
in southern Mexico and California and Oregon to do farm labor are not just 
“transnational” but “transborder” migrants. Her interpretation is derived from 
an appreciation of Anzaldúa but also from her observation that these workers 
“move across many borders and live multisited lives.” Migrants’ high degree of 
connectivity and their negotiation of racial and ethnic boundaries within and 
beyond Mexico permeate their experience regardless of where they might find 
themselves at any moment. Several scholars in this volume describe similar 
negotiations of boundaries and a border consciousness among immigrant work-
ers and farmers in the Northeast borderlands and along the eastern seaboard, 
as well as in the familiar borderlands of the Southwest. We, too, are inspired by 
Anzaldúa’s theory and agree with Stephen that the lives of many migrants must 
be classified as “transborder rather than just simply transnational.”5

To explore these ideas, we focus on three different border spaces and cross-
ings: (1) The body itself as a metaphor for the Nation and the definition of “good 
food” as a metaphor for both the creation and defense of national identity. As 
this bodily border space is at once reinforced and renegotiated, an irony arises 
because (2) the food that creates an American “us” requires people crossing terri-
torial borders in order to provide labor to produce that food. From soil to restau-
rant table, immigrant food workers are vital to the maintenance of the American 
food system. At the same time, our reliance on food grown outside the United 
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States means that (3) food, itself, increasingly crosses U.S. borders to provide the 
key ingredients of an ever- evolving American cuisine. The scholars in this book 
grapple with all three of these border crossings, looking at the struggles, the iro-
nies, and the new collectivities formed by our hidden and evolving transborder 
food system. We will see that the history of American food is one in which bor-
ders create both belonging and displacement, often leading to transformations of 
cuisine in processes more interesting and rich than captured by the simple word 
“assimilation.” These transformations are both embodied and territorial, with 
body and territory entwined in the creation of new ways of eating and living.

To understand these three kinds of boundary, we will start with some back-
ground. First we look into the history of the body as a long- standing metaphor 
for the nation as a social order bounded in territory. We then look at how Ameri-
can cuisine has in fact depended on bodies crossing borders. Finally, we examine 
how in a growing but not new phenomenon, American cuisine is increasingly 
dependent on the global flow of foods across its borders. In these three processes, 
identity, power, belonging, memory, and conflict play major roles in the con-
tinual transgressive transformation that is American eating.

Body and Nation

At the end of the nineteenth century, Emile Durkheim sought to explain the 
nature of society as more than just a collection of individuals. Durkheim was a 
supporter of the French republicans who fought against the monarchistic idea 
of a nation united by obedience to hierarchical authority. In a nation that had 
alternated for over a century between a republic and a monarchy, understanding 
exactly what brought a nation together was still under debate. Interestingly, these 
arguments about nation revolved around a particular metaphor: the body, an 
idea that came to the fore during the Enlightenment and manifested itself during 
the French Revolution as the corps- etat, or “body politic.” The English Enlighten-
ment philosopher Thomas Hobbes had earlier argued that the king did not rule 
on the basis of divine right but from an agreed- upon social contract in which 
individuals consent to join together under a sovereign. Hobbes expounded these 
ideas in Leviathan, a treatise with a frontispiece illustrating the king’s body as 
made up of numerous tiny individuals. Hobbes’s idea of the nation as a body 
formed by the consent of the governed drew upon and yet contrasted with earlier 
monarchical ideas of the king as the bodily manifestation of God, a “divine right” 
passed down through ancestral lineage. These concepts of monarchy were rooted 
in even earlier ideas, particularly Plato’s metaphor of the state as a body in The 
Republic, and the Christian idea of the Eucharist as the body of Christ eaten by 
the shared community.

Durkheim adapted this metaphor of the social body to describe a unified mod-
ern state order. But unlike Hobbes, he explained society not as a predetermined 
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social contract between individuals but as a product of the interdependence of 
individuals due to the division of labor. He described society as a body with 
specialized organs— representing the different roles in modern society— all 
of which were necessary for a functioning whole. In support of his republi-
can beliefs, Durkheim envisioned the French republican nation as a group of 
individuals in solidarity with each other through their mutual dependence. This 
understanding of society became the foundation for modern concepts of the 
nation and nationalism.

The body therefore became a metaphor used to describe both solidarity and 
perceived national threats. In this way, national borders become the line between 
us and other, and the idea of the nation as a body surrounded by a protected skin 
a way to explain both borders and belonging. In his famous Iron Curtain speech, 
Winston Churchill described the British- American alliance as joined by “sinews” 
against the threat of Communism. The Iron Curtain defined the borders of the 
democratic body, delineating “the free” from people trapped under Commu-
nism, but it also demarcated the democratic body that had to be kept safe from 
Communism, often represented as “germs” in anti- Communist propaganda.6 At 
the same time, American nativist groups, from the late nineteenth century to 
today, used bodily metaphors to argue against the acceptance of various kinds of 
immigrant populations— and their foods— as contaminating the national body.7

It’s not surprising, then, that Cold War anthropologists defined cultures 
through their foods, studying what food was civilized or “cooked” and what was 
“raw” or “rotten” and dangerous. Anthropologists Claude Levi- Strauss and Mary 
Douglas both used food choice as a metaphor for society itself and noted the 
danger of the mouth as a place that represented both the solidarity of belonging 
and the danger of transgression. “Digestion,” as Ambrose Bierce once observed, 
“is the conversion of victuals into virtues.” That which is necessary is turned into 
that which is good, the good being the civilized and safe “us.”8

Today’s increased food consciousness has produced a healthy reminder of the 
stakes involved in eating, but it has also heightened anxiety about which bor-
ders are crossed and how we manage them. In an immigrant society such as the 
United States, this anxiety is particularly apparent. Frederick Kaufman calls this 
country “one of the most gut- centric and gut- phobic societies in the history of 
human civilization,” and Julia Child described the American public as “deathly 
afraid” of its food: “I am sure that an unhappy or suspicious stomach, constricted 
and uneasy with worry, cannot digest properly.” She saw this threat extending to 
all of society, adding, “if digestion is poor, the whole body politic suffers.” We 
have certainly witnessed such pathology in our own time. For some individuals, 
the fear of food has produced eating disorders or pursuits for perfection that 
consume their daily lives. The concern over where our food comes from has 
generated distrust in neighboring countries (that is, Mexico) that have always 
been critical to provisioning the United States. Worse— as the 2016 presidential 
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candidacy of Donald Trump showed us— displaced anger about foreign workers 
crossing U.S. borders to harvest crops has produced a new nativism that fails to 
appreciate the labor of those who toil in the fields.9

For most of its history, the American body has been a battleground for any 
number of forces seeking hegemony. Dieticians and food conglomerates, “food 
gurus” and political activists, adventurous friends and travel writers, all try to 
influence Americans’ choices of what to eat. In doing so, these foodies want  
to become an adviser to, if not the arbiters of, what passes through the border 
and into the body.10 If borders define what we eat, then border skirmishes (as well 
as the effort to “win hearts and minds”) matter.

Yet daily food practices continually challenge today’s dietary arbiters. What 
if, as Meredith Abarca describes in her chapter, you eat sweet potatoes with your 
tortillas? What if you are an Anglo who eats chiles (like the women Katherine 
Massoth profiles)? Or, like the Blackfeet Mike Wise examines, you are a Native 
American who ranches cattle rather than hunts buffalo? Where do you belong 
if your eating takes you across cultural borders, if your eating practices are not 
pure, if you are, in Mary Douglas’s terms, in dangerous territory? These examples 
show that the common phrase “you are what you eat” or even “you are where you 
eat” is much too static, hewing too closely to the notion that people eat primarily 
according to a timeless place that, in fact, does not exist. We are culinary subjects, 
as Meredith Abarca calls us, our cuisine reflecting not just where we come from 
but where we are going.

But eating can also be a kind of invasion, a colonization through the colon. As 
Rachel Laudan has described, those victorious in war have often also conquered 
the bodies of their subjects by imposing an imperial cuisine.11 In peacetime, food 
has been used to discipline the unruly, the marginal, and the foreign to eat a 
proper “national” diet12— a process that also helps determine who belongs to the 
nation and who does not.13 Cuisine, then, arises both through border crossing 
and border policing.

Despite this policing, people do make choices. Those who are compelled to 
redefine themselves are also pulled into new types of eating, such as the new 
middle classes around the world who have adopted the Standard American Diet 
as a way to mark their new social status. In fact, the Standard American Diet is 
invading stomachs at the global level, leading to the globalization of American 
dietary diseases.14 Yet even those who cross dietary borders with aspirations to 
raise their social status take their mouths, their tastes, and their memories with 
them. People who evoke the concept of “good food” often associate it with the 
place they call “home.” Yet tastes rooted in place, rooted in a sense of belong-
ing, get rerouted to new homes, new lands, as “belonging” becomes “longing.” 
Memories of food and place shape new landscapes— for example, the gardens 
immigrant workers have cultivated behind barns on dairy farms in Vermont 
described by Teresa Mares, Naomi Wolcott- MacCausland, and Jessie Mazar, or 
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the small commercial farms of settled- out immigrants in Virginia that Laura- 
Anne Minkoff- Zern alerts us to. Their adaptation to new lands and new ingre-
dients gives birth to new tastes, even as they try, not always successfully, to 
maintain certain roots, spices, and combinations. In their struggles we see that 
their— our— culinary subjectivities are possessive and dynamic: possessive, in 
that we have an ideal in our minds, tastes, and imagination of dishes; dynamic, 
in that we have to adapt to changes in access as a result of our mobility.

In memory food tends to come from a timeless place, or an ancient place, 
often occupied by a grandma. “Just eat what your great- grandma ate” advises 
Michael Pollan as part of his “Food Rules.”15 Pollan’s idea of goodness as exist-
ing in the past echoes so many others who speak the language of nostalgia when 
representing “the good.” Placing goodness in a nostalgic past, however, suggests 
that there are morally correct choices over ones that deviate from a more perfect 
way of eating. This search for a past “good” fixes our notion of what is correct in 
a time and place, placing a boundary around it and turning it into an ideal that 
redeems what is lost. Such a view makes present lives morally suspect. Nostalgic 
indulgences of this sort enable those on the move to regain wholeness but also 
creates the power to exclude. In the extreme, these practices can set one group 
apart from the rest, creating a sense of superiority.

Yet those who lose access to their home foods can also lose the intactness 
of self.16 To lose one’s food sovereignty is to lose contact with one’s territorial 
belonging as well as one’s own body. The laborers who make bodily sacrifices 
every day in unjust working conditions far from home are sacrificing both on 
the factory floor— the dairy barn, the fields of Mexico, or the restaurant kitchens 
that José Antonio Vázquez- Medina examines in his contribution— and in their 
lack of access to foods that make them who they are. Repossession of longed- for 
foods, which may entail a whole history of chain migration and the development 
of intricate networks of provisioning— as Tanachai Mark Padoongpatt explores 
in his chapter on the rise of Thai cuisine in the United States— enables a repos-
session of one’s culinary subjectivity (and perhaps its sharing with others) as well 
as one’s bodily intactness.

So, then, what do we do with memory, particularly what Meredith Abarca calls 
“palate memory”? How do we deal with its various manifestations, as described 
in the chapters of this book, like “sazón” and “yum”? How does recapturing taste 
become, as Padoongpatt tells us about Thai cuisine, a way of regaining “whole-
ness”? What is it that the cooks in José Vasquez- Medina’s chapter seek when they 
strive to re- create foods from home? What is this part of the brain that Abarca 
tells us is embedded— perhaps encrusted— with past tastes and previous gen-
erations? Authenticity may be a dream, but dreams are sticky, particularly ones 
associated with home, wholeness, belonging, and the hippocampus (the portion 
of the brain responsible for emotion and memory). Dreams tend to be timeless 
and placeless. And, like dreams, memories tend to be inconsistent and open to 
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multiple interpretations. When is the idea of authentic food, such as the chiles 
that are “los correctos” for immigrants in Vermont, the pull of wholeness and 
when is it a way to privilege some cultures and classes over others? Kellen Backer’s 
story of World War II military cuisine shows how the idea of a national, nutri-
tionally perfect, and affordable cuisine marginalized other cuisines as imperfect. 
Katherine Massoth shows that white settlers in nineteenth- century New Mexico 
denigrated local cuisine as unsanitary and uncivilized. When do definitions of 
home foods create belonging, and when do they marginalize and denigrate?

These chapters explore these questions, looking in particular at marginal cui-
sine dreams and homeless tastes. As it turns out, academics began to question 
authenticity around the same time that Thai and Mexican cooks began to create 
restaurants that sought to capture the tastes of home. Simultaneously, corpora-
tions began to willfully (and profitably) create restaurants that indulged in the 
lie that they were delivering an authentic culinary experience (for example, Olive 
Garden’s “Tour of Italy” dishes).

Food memories, in other words, play multiple roles. For those marginal-
ized and misrepresented, food memory has been a way to represent wholeness 
and belonging. The desire to be whole, to belong and be “authentic,” can be a 
resistance to the marginalization from a central cuisine whose authenticity and 
perfection go unquestioned because it is ubiquitous. It can also be a response 
to the cultural appropriation of certain cuisines. Palate memory, therefore, can 
be a resistance to the kinds of cultural dismemberment immigrants experience 
when they leave home and cross borders. In their displacement they seek home 
through the palate. As a result, food also moves, as packages with the right chiles 
arrive in upstate Vermont or new supermarkets selling kaffir lime leaves appear 
in Los Angeles. Or, as in Michael Wise’s chapter, people leave home to visit Con-
gress and defend their right to their own land and livelihood. Yet the defense of 
home is not necessarily the defense of a timeless past. The Blackfeet visit Con-
gress not to reclaim their past as buffalo hunters but to defend their collective 
organization based on a re- created wholeness. The Blackfeet re- created their idea 
of home by building upon traditional notions of selfhood and a relationship to 
nature based on cattle ranching and self- sufficiency in reservation food produc-
tion. Similarly, Fabián García did not attempt to recapture the chile pepper of 
his Chihuahua childhood home, as William Carleton shows in his chapter, but to 
remake that pepper into something that could be modernized, canned, and eaten 
by those whose “palate memories” did not include hot food. The Mexican restau-
rant cook in José Vásquez- Medina’s story who seeks to re- create her home mole 
succeeds not by recovering the lost seasoning, but by replacing it with Coca- 
Cola (unless, as is possible, that was the seasoning even at home). And Vásquez- 
Medina’s Mexican restaurant cooks, who are trying to re- create tastes of home, 
are in restaurants with other cooks from other small towns with other tastes— so 
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that sometimes the soup has cumin in it and sometimes it does not. The menu is 
an amalgam of each of these cooks— recipes imparted by grandmothers, dishes 
prepared and eaten in different small towns across Mexico, and recommenda-
tions for substitute ingredients shared by way of phone calls back home. As reci-
pes become successful on the “front stage” of restaurant menus, they are passed 
on from cook to cook, and from restaurant to restaurant, to become a part of 
American cuisine regardless of origins.

Marygold Walsh- Dilly’s chapter shows how these moral categories can change 
as home foods cross over territories and borders. The word “Indio” is a deroga-
tory slur in Bolivia, where producers refer to themselves as “campesinos.” Yet 
as the word travels to packages on American supermarket shelves, it becomes 
part of the sales pitch. “Good” food in this case draws upon ancient Inca grand-
mas, yet where that past Inca civilization resides, such nostalgia does not exist. 
In Western sales romanticism, “Indio” stands for a preindustrial nostalgia, one 
that has been appropriated to sell everything from cigars to vacations. In the 
case of quinoa, this ethnic marker is used to sell a product of peasants strug-
gling to reclaim a moral dignity, in a place that uses that same word to represent 
them as a degraded group. The irony in this case is that those peddling quinoa 
as an indigenous product are often fair trade solidarity groups, the ones who 
have brought this economic boon to Bolivian peasants, representing them in the 
romantic terms that have no romance in their own country.

Mary Murphy’s chapter shows a different role for borders and belonging. 
World War I made “the previously imperceptible line” between Canada and the 
United States “a line of judgment.” Citizens began to police one another, and 
morals hardened as borders did. As “wartime regulations inscribed more clearly 
what had been a fairly invisible national border,” they created moral differences 
“in the intimate daily acts of eating.” As a result, “innocuous items like sugar and 
flour became instruments of policing and judgment.” Borders require surveil-
lance if they are to maintain their integrity. The hardening of borders, therefore, 
lessens the possibilities of hybridity, or mixing, and raises the wall between good 
and bad, so that transgression— in Murphy’s case the transgression of eating 
too much flour or sugar— pits one neighbor against another. Consequently, a 
monitoring of neighbors once considered similar became subject to differences 
in loyalties and lifestyles, producing distrust where previously there had been 
familiarity and solidarity, conflict where there had been peace if not harmony.

Bodies Crossing Borders

In the wake of the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, Congress reorganized 
border policing, abolishing the Immigration and Naturalization Service and 
reorganizing its Border Patrol into the Customs and Border Protection (CPB) 
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agency. At the same time, it extended CPB’s jurisdiction to 100 miles from the 
north and south borders and all coasts. Two- thirds of all residents in the United 
States now live within CPB jurisdiction (Map 1).

While Mexico has traditionally been the focus, border surveillance along 
the Canada- U.S. border has taken on added urgency in recent years. Maine and 
Florida are now entirely legal border zones. Very little of New York or Vermont 
are outside the zone. Within the 100- mile zone, CPB agents can establish check-
points along the roads and ask for IDs and documentation, stop cars without 
probable cause or indications of an infraction, and fly drones for high- resolution 
surveillance (even over private property) and use them to track individuals. 
They can detain “suspected” illegal immigrants— including, not infrequently, 
immigrants who are here legally but do not have their papers on them (which 
is not required for travel within the States). Within 25 miles— a space that con-
tains all of San Francisco and Oakland, much of greater New York City, a good 
deal of Chicago, and whole bands of productive farmland along the Mexican 
and Canadian borders— agents can enter private property without a warrant. 
As one reporter says: “On any given day, it [the ‘Homeland Security State’] can 
stand between you and the grocery store.”17 For Mexican and Central American 
immigrant workers on the dairy farms of northern New York and Vermont, as 
Kathleen Sexsmith and Teresa Mares and her colleagues discuss in their chap-
ters, living in the border zone means workers rarely leave their farms for fear of 
detention and deportation. It is not uncommon for their employers to do all the 
grocery shopping for them so they can remain hidden in the milking sheds or 
their apartments and bunkhouses far back from the road.

“Immigrant” is a word that comes from the Latin “to move.” Immigrants leave 
home and enter the homes of others, sometimes even living on their farms. As 
with the immigrants in Teresa Mares’s and Katherine Sexsmith’s chapters, New 
York and Vermont dairy workers have frequently made long, perilous journeys, 
often from Central America, risking life and paying significant sums to smug-
glers as they cross into and through Mexico. By the time they work their way 
to the northernmost reaches of the continental United States to secure work, as 
Sexsmith shows, they may have to pay an additional fee to a previous job holder 
in order to take his or her place on the milking machines.18 The monetary and 
bodily cost of crossing borders is exceptionally high, and thus many dairy work-
ers along the Canadian border (like their compadres working in meatpacking 
plants in Nebraska and South Dakota, fruit orchards in the Northwest, restau-
rants in Chicago and Atlanta, tobacco and vegetable farms in North Carolina and 
Virginia, chicken processing plants in Arkansas and Delaware, and any number 
of other links in the food commodity chain) are reluctant to contact authorities 
to report workplace abuses such as below- minimum wages, wage theft, or unsafe 
working and housing conditions. Nor are many willing to risk exposure should 
they become sick or injured. Consequently, many immigrant workers avoid 
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treatment, compounding public health problems and raising obvious concerns 
about food safety.19

The border regulates the nature of labor relations in most food industries, 
establishing how and at what cost food is produced. Farm owners have long 
understood this. As California developed into one of the most productive and 
profitable farming regions in the world, for example, the primary question con-
fronting growers has always been, and remains, how shall they secure a labor 
force appropriate to the demands of an industry— with its high- seasonality 
and discontinuous production— that requires massive inputs of labor for brief 
moments over the course of the year (for a week or two, perhaps), but then for 
much of the year, hardly any labor at all. With high, and largely fixed, input 
costs (for land, fertilizer, pesticides, seeds, packing and shipping, and credit), 
growers have demanded— or, as they see it, their viability as food producers 
has required— constant access to cheap, flexible labor, the one cost over which 
they feel they might have some control. Their solution from the beginning has 
been to look beyond California and the United States, recruiting labor first from 
China, then Japan, southern Europe, Scandinavia, the Philippines, Mexico, the 
Dust Bowl states, then Mexico again, and now increasingly Central America. The 
struggle to grow food is a struggle over who can cross the border— and how.20

The economist Lloyd Fisher long ago showed that the primary interest of 
commercial growers was less the price of labor— their desire for “cheap labor”— 
and more its controllability.21 Over the years, farmers have thus lobbied aggres-
sively for “guest worker” programs (many of the dairy workers in New York and 
Vermont are there on H-2A guest worker visas and are meant to be here only 
temporarily), winning their biggest success with the “bracero program” that 
began as a war emergency program in 1942 and lasted until 1964. Over the course 
of the program, some 4.6 million jobs were filled by braceros, who typically 
worked on six- week contracts, had no freedom of job mobility, and were rela-
tively easily returned to Mexico if farm owners did not like them. Their condi-
tions of labor were close to indenture, a situation that has hardly changed as the 
bracero program has been replaced with other guest worker programs. Indeed, 
a recent investigation by the Southern Poverty Law Center found many H-2A 
farmworkers to be toiling in conditions “close to slavery.”22

Geared primarily toward the needs of agribusiness (though in its early years 
it also provided temporary workers to the railroads), the bracero program 
reinforced the domination of heavily capitalized farms over smaller farmers, 
helping to cement into place the industrial system of food production that is 
now the focus of so much concern by food activists. The dynamics were complex. 
On the one hand, access to what seemed like an unlimited supply of temporary, 
largely powerless, labor allowed highly capitalized growers to experiment with 
new, expensive technology. For example, the development of vacuum cooling 
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during World War II (part of the significant reorientation of American food 
technologies during the war that Kellen Backer traces in his chapter) allowed for 
field- packing of iceberg lettuce beginning around 1950. But this required invest-
ment in both vacuum- packing facilities and new, mobile field- packing machines, 
a significant capital outlay. At the same time, the new lettuce picking and pack-
ing process required an increase in the number of field workers. Mechanization 
did not replace human labor in this instance, it demanded more of it. And the 
bracero program, which brought workers over the border under controlled cir-
cumstances, provided the predictable, inexpensive labor that made the gamble 
worth it for those farmers who could afford the new technology. This in turn led 
to a consolidation of lettuce growing into fewer, increasingly corporate, hands.23

On the other hand, by 1960 the technology and new plant varieties were in 
place to allow for mechanized canning- tomato harvesting. But adoption of the 
technology was halting, at best, until it became clear, in 1963, that the bracero 
program was going to end and growers would lose access to that source of cheap, 
controlled labor. Indeed, when braceros were plentiful, growers actively resisted 
research into mechanization. But now, fearful that the border might be shut 
altogether, growers quickly adopted the new technology, especially as banks, con-
cerned that the crops would not be harvested, stopped making loans to tomato 
growers. In 1963, less than one- half of 1 percent of the harvest was machine- 
picked. By 1966, almost all of it was. Simultaneously, tomato growing was con-
solidated. The new machines demanded larger fields (in excess of 100 acres) to 
be viable. Between 1964 and 1975, total tomato acreage increased 109 percent 
and average farm size increased by 168 percent, but the number of tomato farm-
ers decreased by 18 percent. Meanwhile, despite fears of a labor shortage, wages 
dropped for laborers working as sorters on the machines compared to the tomato 
harvesting workers they replaced.24

If guest worker programs (or other border- management programs) trans-
form how food is produced, they also change the nature of the border itself. 
As the historian David Gutiérrez has shown, the government managed the flow 
of agricultural labor and betrayed the temporary nature of the migration not 
only by creating a guest worker program but also by simultaneously encourag-
ing braceros to skip their contracts or forego the program altogether to become 
undocumented immigrants, even as it made a show of cracking down on undoc-
umented workers in the fields, as with “Operation Wetback” in 1954.25 The border 
itself, as a frontier that had to be crossed, together with laws governing immi-
gration and citizenship, remade the border zone into a sieve, a destination, and 
a waiting room. The border functioned as a sieve when the bracero program 
drained Mexico of potential contributors to the Mexican economy during the 
prime years of braceros’ lives, reworking Mexican agricultural landscapes and 
extending an economic and political imbalance between the two countries that 
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already existed.26 The United States’ economic dominance was strengthened, 
encouraging continued migration of former braceros and their families as the 
program ended, now as undocumented immigrants.

During the bracero program, American growers and officials fought to get 
recruitment centers in Mexico located as near to the border as possible, not only 
to reduce transportation costs but also because they knew that many of those 
waiting to be selected— or who failed to be selected— would seek to enter the 
United States anyway. The border became a destination and a waiting room. 
American studies scholar Alicia Schmidt Camacho reveals, the lure of U.S. 
agriculture— and the Border Industrial Program (the maquiladora program) 
that began in 1965 as a partial replacement for the bracero program— contributed 
to a massive shift of the Mexican population northward and the urbanization of 
the border on the Mexican side.27 Perhaps not coincidently, this northward shift 
of population also created a large pool of available labor as food production itself 
moved south across the border in the wake of the bracero programs’ demise and, 
especially, the significant opening of the border for the movement of goods with 
the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in 1994.

Of course, movement by workers or others across America’s borders has not 
always been so fraught, as William Carleton makes clear in his examination of 
the life of Dr. Fabián García. Born in Mexico, raised in northern New Mexico, 
and working at what became New Mexico State University in Las Cruces, Gar-
cia traveled back and forth across the border during the first decades of the 
twentieth century, securing plant varietals for his chile breeding program and 
consulting with Mexican farmers and government officials. Garcia’s work as an 
agriculture extension officer extended across the border as a matter of course. 
His frequent travels into Mexico were essential to the nature of the work he did, 
and thus the new commercial chiles he bred. Similarly, the Hispano cooks that 
white women travelers drew on in their search for and transformation of New 
Mexican cuisine— as a detailed by Katherine Massoth— were typically part of 
extended families that lived on both sides of the border. Indeed, before 1848 there 
was no border (Map 2). Even after it was imposed as a result of the Treaty of Gua-
dalupe Hidalgo and the Gadsden Purchase (1853), movement across the line was 
rarely impeded. Only much later did a line in the sand (or, more accurately, on a 
map) become hardened into a more- or- less effective barrier to the movement of 
people and things that give food its taste— that make a cuisine.

And sometimes the movement of people across a border that is truly con-
sequential for national cuisines has nothing to do with food production and 
preparation, at least at first, as Padoongpatt explains. The earliest Thai immi-
grants came to the United States as students, responding to shifting geopolitical 
realities in Southeast Asia as well as the rapid expansion of the American higher 
education system in the postwar era. Once here, though, they longed for the food 
of home, and thus had to invent ways to procure the ingredients. In the process 
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they helped invent Thai (American) cuisine and launch a whole segment of the 
restaurant business.

Food Crossing Borders

The story Padoongpatt tells is important. Thai restaurateurs and grocers had to 
create whole new networks of provision. Sometimes they would smuggle seeds 
and plants from Southeast Asia into the United States and provide them to will-
ing farmers in hopes of developing a local source for key ingredients (which 
was not easy given U.S. Customs agents’ heightened scrutiny of travelers from 
Southeast Asia as they sought to interrupt drug shipments). Sometimes they 
would experiment with local foodstuffs they hoped would mimic ingredients 
they could not get. Ultimately, some of the more enterprising ones created 
import- export businesses to bring in packaged goods from Thailand and fresh 
produce from Mexico. In the case of Mexican imports, Thai entrepreneurs had 
to overcome U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) restrictions on “foreign 
foods” thought to harbor diseases that they believed threatened U.S. agricul-
ture. Pramorte Tilakamonkul, a proprietor of the pioneering Bangkok Market in 
Los Angeles, persevered more than others. By the mid- 1980s, he had help create 
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two Foreign Trade Zones in Sinaloa, Mexico, where Thai fruits and vegetables 
could be grown and imported into the United States free of trade and Customs 
barriers confronting other food imports (see Map 3 in chapter 5). Before long, 
Mexican farmers and farmworkers in Tilakamonkul’s Free Trade Zones supplied 
90 percent of the fall and winter Southeast Asian produce imported into the  
United States.

Tilakamonkul’s Mexican production network contributed to the emergence 
of a post- bracero program movement of food production for American markets 
and restaurants south of the border. At the height of the bracero program, nearly 
all the white asparagus and most of the green asparagus sold commercially in the 
United States were produced in California’s San Joaquin Delta region. By 1970, 
all white and much green asparagus production had been relocated to northern 
Mexico, where labor costs were cheaper. At the time, white asparagus was almost 
always canned, and thus traveled and stored easily. Green asparagus is likewise 
durable, and relatively hard to damage in transit. These characteristics— together 
with their heavy labor demands— made them likely candidates to quickly move 
south when the bracero program ended, becoming early “transnational” vegeta-
bles. But global markets in agricultural commodities are hardly new. Wheat, rice, 
and other grains, sugar, spices, oils, liquors, and meats have long been globalized.

The history of the banana provides the best evidence of our dependence on 
transnational networks for our food. By the end of the nineteenth century the 
banana was America’s most popular fruit, even though it— the very quintes-
sence of the American cereal- based breakfast— could not even be grown within 
the country. Sicilian immigrants began large- scale commercial production of 
bananas in Central America in the 1880s, and within only twenty years bananas 
had surpassed apples as the leading fruit consumed in the United States. Amer-
ica’s preference for this new fruit had a profound influence not only at home 
but across the borders in the places where it was grown. If the railroad was the 
“octopus” of nineteenth- century America— a term used to describe monopolies 
that control a significant part of the U.S. economy— then cultivation of bananas 
gave rise to the Latin American equivalent “El Pulpo” of the twentieth century: 
the United Fruit Company.28 Under the leadership of Sam Zemurray, United 
Fruit drove U.S. foreign policy in Central America, facilitated a coup d’etat in 
Guatemala, and built one of the most influential businesses in the hemisphere.29 
During the 1960s and 1970s, a Polish immigrant, Eli Black, leveraged United Fruit 
to control agriculture within and outside the United States under the banner 
of United Brands. Until his suicide in 1975 (Black leaped to his death from the 
forty- fourth floor of the Pan American building in midtown Manhattan, about 
to be exposed for bribing the president of Honduras to lower tariffs— that is, to  
lower borders for his company’s goods) United Brands managed an agricul-
tural empire that stretched from the fields of California, across the border into 
Mexico, and on south through Central and South America. As a transnational 
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corporation growing and selling vegetables and fruits inside and outside of the 
United States, United Brands also facilitated the movement of large number of 
workers throughout the Americas to participate in its harvests.30

The misdeeds of Black occurred even as the United States enacted policies that 
increased the interdependence of food production throughout the hemisphere 
and beyond. Beginning in 1973, the United States started reversing the practice 
of paying farmers not to produce surplus food, a policy established by the Agri-
cultural Adjustment Act of 1933, which sought to stabilize prices by managing 
farmers’ productivity and avoiding overproduction. Instead, the Nixon adminis-
tration, under advisement from Secretary of Agriculture Earl Butz, encouraged 
farmers to produce with reckless abandon and sell at any price since the federal 
government would now make up the difference between the real cost and the 
sale price.31

Nixon simultaneously pursued the expansion of farm exports by eliminating 
barriers to selling U.S. agricultural products abroad. He followed the advice of 
another adviser, the investment banker and presidential assistant Peter Flanigan, 
who recommended “the fullest possible liberalization of policies with regard to 
agricultural trade”— at least for U.S.- produced goods seeking global markets, if 
not vice versa.32 The policy achieved the desired results: the trade surplus on agri-
cultural goods went from $1.56 billion in 1972 to $10.53 billion in 1974. The twin 
policies of removing New Deal policies that minimized surpluses and removing 
trade barriers in order to sell the new surpluses on the world market fundamen-
tally reshaped the methods and purpose of food production in the United States. 
Under these conditions, U.S. agriculture served not only to feed America but also 
to increase revenues through exports.

A massive restructuring of the food system and the North American agricul-
tural economy in the 1970s hastened a new world order that currently shapes 
what we eat and who makes that food possible. In the 1990s, trade agreements 
were negotiated (NAFTA in 1994), trade organizations were created (as the Gen-
eral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade became the World Trade Organization in 
1995), and congressional acts were passed (the “Freedom to Farm Act”— the Fed-
eral Agricultural Improvement and Reform [FAIR] Act of 1996), all of which 
extended and deepened trade liberalization and food exports and imports.33 
These agreements and governing bodies have lowered tariffs among nations (if 
not all Customs barriers, as Padoongpatt shows) and facilitated investment in 
Mexican agriculture by U.S. growers at the expense of workers on both sides of 
the border.

For example, Jack Pandol, a grower who fought unionization of his grape 
fields in Delano, California, during the heyday of the United Farm Workers 
in the 1960s and 1970s, planted several thousand acres of grape vines on the 
Mexican side of the Sonoran desert after the passage of NAFTA, tapping into 
a large pool of labor the bracero and maquiladora programs had helped create. 
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He quickly produced so many grapes, at such low labor cost, that he drove U.S. 
competitors from the market. The resulting closure of several farms in nearby 
Riverside County on the U.S. side resulted in hundreds of farmworkers losing 
their jobs. When the workers applied for unemployment benefits and worker 
retraining, or “Trade Adjustment Assistance” under the original NAFTA agree-
ment, the California Employment Development Department ruled that only 
forty- three “permanent” employees qualified. The rest of the employees, the 
department determined, had not yet begun to pick for the season, and therefore 
were ineligible.34 Under NAFTA, capital and production— and the foods central 
to American diets— move more easily across borders than do workers’ rights. 
Indeed, a recent Los Angeles Times exposé detailed how Mexican agricultural pro-
duction, like its U.S. counterpart, is frequently characterized by withheld wages, 
child laborers, and abysmal working conditions. On some Mexican megafarms 
employees were held against their will. Entitled “They Treated Us Like Slaves,” 
the December 10, 2014, story was part of a series, “Product of Mexico,” which 
captured how borders make such abuses possible by exporting exploitative labor 
practices southward while increasing the bounty of affordable produce moving  
northward.

The cross- border influence of financial power increasingly stretches in both 
directions. In addition to Jim Pandol & Company (begun by Jack Pandol) and 
other U.S. agribusinesses, Mexican agricultural conglomerates have invested 
deeply in farms that fuel U.S. consumers’ appetites for fresh fruits and vegeta-
bles. Over the last decade, Mexican agricultural exports to the United States have 
increased threefold and now exceed $7.5 billion in business per year. As one mea-
sure of this increase, Mexican tomatoes now account for approximately 50 per-
cent of all tomatoes consumed in the United States. Several of these Mexican 
producers— among them Rene Produce and Agricola San Emilio— sell almost all 
their produce to U.S. supermarkets and restaurants, including Walmart, Whole 
Foods, Safeway, Olive Garden, and Subway. Until the recent revelations of horrid 
working conditions, the Mexican government celebrated these farms as model 
producers. Rene alone made $55 million in 2014 selling its tomatoes to Whole 
Foods. Whole Foods, meanwhile, made claims of “social responsibility” in its 
labor practices.35

The embarrassment of being associated with inhumane treatment of workers 
has led industry leaders to embrace reform, but on their terms. While Walmart 
has called for more accountability from Mexican producers, it has also chosen 
to work with the Mexican Ministry of Agriculture to establish labor standards.36 
Such an approach is a form of “corporate social responsibility” that devi-
ates dramatically from the “worker- driven social responsibility” demanded by  
the Coalition of Immokalee Workers (CIW) in Florida, for example.37 Under the 
Fair Food Program created by CIW pressure, growers participate in a “penny per 
pound” program that funds a grievance system for workers on Florida’s tomato 
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farms, and involves workers themselves in the audit of grower practices (activists 
in upstate New York and Vermont have organized for a system like this to govern 
dairy workers like those Sexsmith describes, even as their efforts are strongly 
opposed by farmers’ organizations).38 The existence of unequal monitoring and 
grievance procedures on either side of the border threatens the progress made by 
the CIW, since the tomatoes produced in Mexico and the United States compete 
for the same supermarket shelf space.

The illegibility of origin for so many of the foods we consume— and thus 
of the relations of their production— has generated opposition to highly indus-
trialized production (and processing) and advocacy for the restoration of 
accountability. Advocates for locally grown produce on small, often community- 
supported farms have come to define a politics of localism that raises the esteem 
of farm work and has returned some of us to seasonal diets. The rapid growth 
of local farmers’ markets (like the ones that Laura- Anne Minkoff- Zern’s Virginia 
farmers find themselves frequently excluded from) has been one important con-
sequence of this movement. A second response has been the push for country 
of origin labeling (COOL) legislation, which has been fiercely resisted by large 
transnational growers and food processors, meat packers, and the like. A third 
response has been to support “fair trade,” a system of marketing that, as Mary-
gold Walsh- Dilley makes clear, is often happy to trade on the presumed “authen-
ticity” of indigenous peoples and ethical treatment, so that consumers can seek 
to resolve the contradictions of globalized food production not through a retreat 
into localism, but to become more global than ever.

All three responses depend on a sense of autonomy and authenticity of place 
that is somewhat illusory given the challenge of differential access to healthy food 
and our societal dependence on a transnational food system. As the long history 
of the global exchange of foods indicates— from the spread of taro throughout 
the Pacific, to the transfer of potatoes from the Americas to become the primary 
starch in Europe, to United Fruit’s conquest of Central America to sell bananas 
for North Americans’ breakfast cereal, to the yams that came to the Ameri-
cas with some of Meredith Abarca’s forebearers, to the lemongrass and kaffir  
limes smuggled into California by Thai immigrants, to the contemporary 
spread of pseudo- grains like the quinoa Marygold Walsh- Dilley examines in her 
chapter— “local food” is an oxymoron, even if localized production and distri-
bution systems and regionalized cuisines may not be. More positively, then, the 
new politics of food, from localism, to COOL, to fair trade (to say nothing of 
activism against the use of genetically modified organisms [GMOs]), represents 
an effort to gain more control over the forces of globalization that define when, 
how, and why food crosses borders.
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Food Across Borders: Bodies, Nations, and Border Crossings

Shifts like these in transborder relations of food production, procurement, and 
preparation— as well as eating— require a reorientation of how food scholars 
understand borders and borderlands. Beginning with Américo Paredes’s ground-
breaking work in the 1950s, border studies scholars have reversed the popular 
notion that borders and borderlands are “culturally diluted and marginal to the 
interests of the state,” a claim that was always debatable because what happens 
at borders— how and if they are policed, what is and is not let through— is itself 
significantly defined by what happens in the core.39 By now, it is obvious that 
what happens at the borders defines the nation. This volume shows this to be 
especially true of food.40 Borders are, in this sense, internalized in the foods we 
eat, part and parcel of their very conditions of possibility.

The chapters in this volume revise our understandings of borders, border-
lands, and border crossings (and thus of nation and home) by focusing on the 
intimate borders of the body and community as well as the territorial borders 
of states. Collectively, the chapters show that neither the intimate nor the geo-
political can be understood in isolation from the other. Individually, each chap-
ter presents a case study in how borders and border crossings are internalized 
in food. Food moving across borders remakes home, creating the potential to 
satisfy yearnings for remembered dishes through imported ingredients. It makes 
possible the achievement of culturally specific (if changing) practices of sazón 
and sensations of “yum.” Bodies moving across borders additionally make food 
production itself possible, from the cooks in Chicago and Houston’s small Mexi-
can restaurants to the large dairy farms on the Canadian border that produce 
the milk that goes into a quintessentially American invention, “Greek” yogurt 
(developed in its commercial form by a Turkish immigrant). The erecting of 
boundaries, as well as the dismantling and transgression of them, constitutes an 
important element in defining what we eat, how we eat, and what it means when 
we consume food.

What these boundaries mean is not static even though they appear fixed. Bor-
ders are frequently demarcated by walls, hard to breach and difficult to climb 
over (and when they operate like this, the consequences for immigrant work-
ers can be devastating). Just as often, however, they function like membranes: 
allowing some things to pass, transforming others, and keeping yet others out 
altogether. The borderlands that result— bodily, cultural, or territorial— can be 
spaces of creative intermixing or create zones of intensive policing and constric-
tion. The chapters that follow show that food and the act of eating offer perhaps 
the best place to observe both of these dynamics as they exist in North America’s 
past, present, and likely future.
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mercy of outside corporate or geopolitical forces. Sovereignty, therefore, involves borders 
on the ground and people drawing those borders. People imagine community through 
the bounded places where they live and eat. Yet when people cross those boundaries, they 
become involved in new conversations about who and where they are. All this matters for 
any decent notion of food sovereignty based on a progressive, interconnected sense of place 
rather than a reactionary or nationalist one. On the “progressive sense of place,” see Doreen 
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